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WHAT PRICE INDIA?
BY HOU HANRU
EARLY THIS YEAR, I was invited to the
third installment of India Art Summ it
(Jan. 20-23), an art fair and critical forum
in New Delh i, to talk about my curatorial
projects and to moderate a presentation
by Dan Graham, who, for good reason, is
considered by many as a Western artist
influenced by Oriental philosophy, especially in his public art projects.
I was very happy to go back to India
for the second time, following my previous vis it in 2005, at the invitation of
Raqs Media Collective- founded in
1992 by Monica Narula, Jeebesh Bagch i
and Shuddhabrata Sengupta-for a
conference on media, intellectual property and cultural production. RMC's
work has appeared at such venu es as
Documenta and the Venice Biennale,
and in 2008 the group cocurated
Manifesta 7. "Raqs " can be read as
both an acronym for "rarely asked questions" and as a Persian/Arab ic/Urdu
term for "dance" or the exalted state
attained by whirling dervishes. The
name cho ice was prescient.
Six years ago , Indian con temporary
art was still a kind of ali en in the global
art scene, with only a few practi tioners
active internati onal ly. Now th e country
produces some of the hottest stuff
around . Indeed , government officials
and cu ltu ral communit y membe rs, wi th
suppo rt from a hug e new-m oney class,
are striving to turn India into a playground for global art. Roughly 128,000
people visited India Art Summit this
year, viewing works by 500 mostly
Indian modern and co ntemporary artists at 84 gallery booths , 34 of them
from abroad .
And some of the world's most influential cu rators and critics are taking heed.
Other speakers at th e fair included
Harvard University cultural theorist Homi
Bhabha; Delhi -based art hi storian Geeta
Kapur; Sheena Wagstaff, chief curator of
Tate Modern, London ; and Hans Ulrich
Obrist, director of international programs
at the Serpentine Gallery, London. India
Art Summit (renamed the India Art Fai r

begin nin g in 2012), along with c ultural
development organizations like the
Devi Art Foundation , may soon receive
a boost from a reacti vated Triennale India, which previously ran sporad ically
in New Delhi from 1966 to 2005,
drawing participants most recently
from about 40 countries.
Accordingly, Indian artists are producing bigger and bigger works, clearly
meant to be spectacular and overwhelming. Subodh Gupta's installations of huge
kitchen utensils have been growing ever
larger. Anish Kapoor, who produces
some of the most gigantic work on the
planet today, was featured as both an
artist and a speaker at the summit.
This space-devou ring ambition is
easy to understand. Massive scale, as
current Chinese practice attests, ofte n
correlates to higher prices. But how
healthy, from an esthetic standpoint , is
the link betwee n big money and art?
We've long heard that the coming
decade w ill be the decade of art fa irs,
replacing the decade of biennials.

Partial view of Raqs Med ia Collective's
inst allation When the Scales Fall From
Your Eyes, 2009, cast-glass busts,
bathtub , found objects, aluminum and
mixed mediums; at th e
Today Art Museum, Beijing .

Unfortunately, many works sold at art
fairs, and in the global market in general, promote cultural clich es or personal
brands ("S ubodh Gupta, the stainless steel saucepan man," "Murakam i, the
manga toymaker," "Ca i Guo-Qiang , the
Chinese firewo rks guy"). Formatted for
private collection spaces and museum
galleries, this art is too often totall y predictable and nonexperimental .
At present, reco rd prices are most
fre quently set in auction houses, where
artworks are treated like gambling chips.
Galleries, to survive , are forced to play
the same game. Fin ancial coups have
become the main goal, dominating
exchange operations, wh ile more complex
cultural and intellectu al values are being
largely margin alized and reduced.
This shift, which is already old news in
the West, has especially disturbing implications in Asia, where the disparity between
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derless game of financial one-upsmanship.
Treating art as a luxury trade, and criticism
as a service industry, has had an important
impact on public perception. Some art fai rs,
such as India Art Summit, present their "cultural programs"- co nferences, lectures,
educational activities-as intellectually
independent from com mercial operations.
But the result, because critical validation
of any artist or movement tends to boost
sales, is always an implicit confirmation
of the omnipresent power of the market,
despite the repeated critiques of mon ey
power heard in those discussions.
As chic developments in the new global
cities gentrify once poor but lively neigh borhoods, the "fairization" of the art world
banalizes innovative and critical art creation. Again and again on art fair websites,
one sees images of people partying with
champagne, with artworks relegated to the

wealth and poverty is staggering. All
across the region, from Shanghai to
Mumbai to Istanbul and the Persian
Gulf, stupendous economic forces
are emerging. However, the foundational model of commercial and social
development is, to a large extent, classic laissez-fai re capitalism, cunningly
disguised as enlightened governance
and a true market economy. All cultural
values and norms are forced to align
with neoliberalism-an ideology of "market efficiency" that serves entrenched
political and economic interests, while
imposing itself on the social psyche of
whole groups and nations. This mechanism-which actually runs contrary to
the principles of a real market, a place
of equal exchang e- is now the absolute
rule of life, a new divine order.
As Asia voluntarily strives for a
"contemporary" identity by embracing
the neoliberal system , democracy is
swiftly deformed for the sake of competitive advantage and profit. Even
our artistic production and , more
important, our intelle ctu al and spiritual capacities, our very imagination
and creativity, are increasingly su bject
to the metrics of speculation.
To be sure, in nominally socialist
Asian countries like China, Vietnam
and, to a degree, India, monetary
power is sometimes viewed as a liberating force, one that can subvert
totalitarian control and help improve
the lives of ordinary people. Asian art, a
field traditionall y reg ulated by religious,
pedagogical and governmental authori38 ART IN AME RICA NOVEMBER'1 1
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Art Summit,
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at Ind ia Art
Sum mit , 20 11.

background. For the sake of surviving in the
ties, has lately attained greater freedom
marketplace, some of the most interesting
of expression thanks to the introduction
and serious art magazines in Asia have modof free-m arket criteria. In China, the
eled themselves on lifestyle publications,
rapid expansion of the art busin ess has
treating artists as celebrities and adopting
enabled artists to escape much (though
not all) Party censorship and to work
completely commercial names-for example,
Contemporary Art & Investment (Beijing). Are
outside of the official institutional framewe not facing, in effect, an insidious new form
work . Chinese politicians today wou ld
never oppose making money.
of censorship and propaganda?
This gentrifying trend is particularly disturbNumerous scholars and activistsranging from Noam Chomsky to Joseph
ing in Asia, where the gap between the haves
Stiglitz, the 2001 Nobel laureate in
and have-nots yawns wide, where demand for
artistic producti on is now immense, where
economics- have argued th at a quasithe public's knowledge of contemporary
religious belief in the marketplace has
art is relatively new and manipulable, and
caused the world more harm than
where institution al and discursive resistan ce
good, especially in regard to social
to financial hegemony is
justice, environmental
weak. Fortunately, heartenhealth and real economic
ing alternatives do exist, in
development. In the field of
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